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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Days on Market (DOM) refers to the number of days a property is on the active market, which is an important measurement of market liquidity in real estate industry. Indeed, at the micro level, DOM is not only a special concern of house sellers, but also a useful indicator for potential buyers to evaluate the popularity of a house. At the macro level, DOM is an important indicator of real estate market status. However, it is very challenging to measure DOM, since there are a variety of factors which can impact on the DOM of a property. To this end, in this paper, we aim to measure real estate liquidity by examining multiple factors in a holistic manner. A special goal is to predict the DOM of a given property listing. Specifically, we first extract key features from multiple types of heterogeneous real estate-related data, such as house profiles and geo-social information of residential communities. Then, based on these features, we develop a multi-task learning based regression approach for predicting the DOM of multiple properties. This approach can effectively learn district-aware models for different property listings by considering multiple factors. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on real-world real estate data collected in Beijing and develop a prototype system for practical use. The experimental results clearly validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for measuring liquidity in real estate markets.
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\section{INTRODUCTION}

Real estate is an important investment option in many countries and has traditionally outperformed the stock market \cite{1}. However, real estate has limited liquidity compared to other investments \cite{28}. Days on Market (DOM) is an important measurement for market liquidity in real estate industry, as it refers to the number of days a property is on the active market. At the micro level, DOM is a special concern of property sellers because real estate is highly cash flow dependent \cite{1}. Also, it is a useful indicator for potential buyers to evaluate the popularity of the estate \cite{25, 28}. Moreover, at the macro level, DOM is an important indicator of the liquidity of the real estate market and shows the level of risk associated with real estate investments.

In the literature, there are a number of studies about DOM related topics \cite{27, 18, 25, 28, 16}. However, most of existing works focus on developing interpretable models for discerning the relationship between DOM and marketing features, such as listing/selling prices. Less efforts have been made for developing predictive methods for measuring DOM, which is very critical for many parties in real estate industry. To this end, in this paper, we aim to measure real estate liquidity by examining multiple underlying factors in a holistic manner. Along this line, an important objective is to model and predict the DOM of a given property listing. The right prediction of DOM could provide valuable insights for both sellers and buyers of real estates and enable the information transparency between sellers and buyers. For example, a seller would know how long it will probably take to sell the house at a certain price using our system. Therefore, the seller could adjust the price to influence the expected DOM. If it turns out that well-decorated houses are more popular (with short DOM) on the market, the seller could also decorate the house to make it more popular. In addition, the developed system can help identify the deceptive manipulations \cite{28} on DOM, and thus could lead to the healthy development of the real estate industry.

However, it is very challenging to predict the DOM of a property because DOM is potentially affected by many factors, such as price, location, and the year of completion in a complicated and involved way. To this end, we first collect and investigate a variety of real estate-related data including transaction records, estate profiles and geo-social information of residential communities. By carefully studying our real-world data, we find that some of these factors are only weakly correlated with DOM. For instance, although some attributes from property profiles (e.g., unit price) can be regarded as intuitively discriminant information for DOM prediction, it turns out that they have limited prediction power for DOM because most property listings within the same urban district have very similar profile attributes. Therefore, we extract various contextual features for establishing the key factors that affect the sale of real estates. These feature include the heterogeneous house profile and the geo-
social information of residential communities, such as the number of available facilities (e.g., school and hospital) in the neighborhood, population density, news, and the average monthly DOM of housing sales in the same community. Then, to make full use of all relevant features, we develop a multi-task learning based regression approach for DOM prediction, which can effectively learn district-aware prediction models capturing the geographical correlations of real estates. Figure 1 demonstrates the work flow overview of our approach. Finally, we evaluate our approach by conducting extensive experiments with a large amount of real-world estate related data in Beijing, which include 10K+ residential communities, 145K+ transaction records, 740K+ real estate news, 500K+ points of interests (POIs), and 59M+ GPS requests. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. In addition, we develop a prototype system for practical use, which clearly shows the value of the proposed decision support system.

**Overview.** The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the details of large-scale real estate data sets. Section 3 presents how to extract contextual features for DOM prediction. In Section 4, we introduce the technical details of our DOM prediction model by exploiting multi-task learning. In Section 5, we report the experimental results of DOM prediction. Section 6 provides a brief review of related works. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude the paper.

## 2. DATA DESCRIPTION

In this section, we introduce a variety of real-estate related data sets that we have used in developing our multi-task learning based regression method and the DOM decision support system. In summary, Table 2 shows the statistics of our real-world data sets.

### 2.1 Real Estate Marketing Data

In this study, we use two sets of marketing data collected from a major commercial real estate agency in China.

The first one is a long-term real estate transaction data set, which contains 145,932 transaction records from October 2011 to November 2013 in Beijing. Figure 2 (a) shows the distribution of the number of transactions with respect to different length of DOM. We can observe that most of house listings only have very short DOM, which clearly indicates the prosperity of real estate markets in China. Indeed, this distribution is quite different from that of another data set from Realtor [3] in US, shown in Figure 2 (b). Therefore, we believe, this study can provide valuable insights into Chinese real estate markets.

Each transaction record in our data set also contains the profile of the listed house, including the residential community the house belongs to, DOM, price, location, room number, area, list date, whether it is free of sales tax, orientation, the realtor who facilitated this transaction, etc. Specifically, the top part of Table 1 shows some basic statistics of the above attributes in our data set. Figure 3 shows the distributions of DOM, unit price and transaction number with respect to list time in our data set. From these figures, we can have some very interesting findings. First, the average unit price has grown steadily in Beijing. Second, there is a burst of transaction volume in March 2013, which is due to the “five policies and measures to regulate real estate market” by Chinese government [4]. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows the heat map of the geographical distributions of DOM, unit price and transaction numbers in our data set. We can observe that the DOM distribution is relatively even, and the locations with high unit prices usually have a low number of transaction records, which is most prominent when comparing the upper left part of Figure 4 (b), (c).

![Figure 2: The DOM distribution.](image)

### Table 2: A Summary of Data Statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Transactions</td>
<td>145,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Profiles</td>
<td>10,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate News</td>
<td>740,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-of-Interests</td>
<td>510,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Requesting</td>
<td>59,638,947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another market data set includes the profile information of 10,425 residential communities in Beijing, including building number, greening rate, plot ratio, completion year, etc. Particularly, since the real estate market is usually influenced by public opinions, we also collected a large number of real estate news from a variety of portal websites. By using a commercial API of named entity recognition [2], we finally obtained 740,434 news that can be linked to the communities in our data set. Detailed data descriptions are shown at the middle part of Table 1. Moreover, the data set also contains the neighboring facility information of each community, including Transport (e.g., bus stations), School, Hospital, Entertainment (e.g., cinemas), Shopping, Scenery and Unpleasant Facilities (e.g., factories). Some statistics are shown at the bottom part of Table 1, and Figure 3 (d) shows the heat map of the geographical distribution of residential communities.

1In the cities of China, a house usually belongs to a specific residential community.
3. FEATURE EXTRACTION

In this section, we introduce the feature extraction from our data for DOM prediction. Specifically, we group all features into five categories, namely house profile features, residential community features, geographical features, temporal features, and meta features. While some are simple transformations of house/community attributes, others are implicit features that require the mining of raw data.

3.1 House Profile Features

We obtain 11 house profile features such as area, price, and decoration, which describe the basic characteristics of the house. The details of these features are illustrated in Table 3. Particularly, the feature “Free of Tax” is a dummy variable indicating the seller has to pay sales tax or not. In China, if a residential house is resold by a seller within 5 years since the seller bought it, the seller has to pay sales tax. Otherwise, the seller will be free of sale tax. It is a policy of Chinese government to discourage transactions of residential houses for investment purposes. All of house profile features in Table 3 are directly available from the raw data, except the feature “Historical DOM of Same Realtor”, which is used to represent the experience of realtors on DOM. The assumption here is that there exist hard-working or highly skilled realtors who are more likely able to sell a house in a short time, while a less-motivated or inexperienced realtor may spend a long time to find a buyer for the same house. For each transaction, this feature is calculated by averaging the DOM of houses sold by the same realtor.

Specifically, we group all features into five categories, namely house profile features, residential community features, geographical features, temporal features, and meta features. While some are simple transformations of house/community attributes, others are implicit features that require the mining of raw data.
could be. Unless specified otherwise, we employ the same recipe to transform other features in this section.

### 3.2 Residential Community Features

When buying a property, people usually consider not only the house profile, but also the profile of residential community where the house is located. The features we select to describe the profile of residential communities are illustrated in Table 3. To reflect the unique characteristics of each residential community, for each transaction record, we calculate a feature "Historical DOM of Same Community" to indicate the average DOM of historical house transactions in the same community. Since houses in the same community are usually similar in functionality, it is possible that their DOMs are also similar. In such case, this feature could serve as a useful predictor.

Particularly, “District” is an important characteristic of residential communities. Indeed, each city in China is always segmented into different urban districts for administration, which usually have unique urban functionalities, such as business and education. Therefore, we argue that houses in different districts will have different DOM distributions. For example, in our data, there are transaction records from 10 districts out of the 16 districts in Beijing (e.g., as shown in Figure 5 (a)), and the corresponding DOM distribution with respect to different districts is shown in Figure 5 (b). Besides extracting features from district information for DOM prediction, we also use district information as a criterion to split tasks when performing multi-task learning.

### 3.3 Geographical Features

Here we extract several geographical features to capture the spatial characteristics of real estate market. The details are shown in Table 3 and explained as follows.

**Surrounding Facilities.** The surrounding facilities are important when people consider buying a house, since most of our living services are not directly from the house or the residential community, but from the surrounding facilities. In our data sets, we have seven kinds of facilities, including Transport, School, Hospital, Entertainment, Shopping, Scenery and Unpleasant Facilities. Therefore, for each house, we count the number of each kind of facilities near the house, and use them as geographical features.

**Population Density.** Indeed, the surrounding population density of house is also useful for DOM prediction, because a residential community that has more people indicates that it is more popular and thus may have smaller DOM. By using the large-scale data set of GPS requests, we can effectively estimate the population density of different areas. Specifically, we first use the widely-adopted grid based method to partition the city area of Beijing into fine-grained grids. Then, we consider the number of requests within each grid as an estimate of population density. For each listed house, we use the density of the grid where it is located as the corresponding geographical feature.

**POI Density.** As mentioned in Section 2.2, the POI density is an important criterion when people decide to buy the house or not. Therefore, here we extract this geographical feature in a similar way to the population density.

### 3.4 Temporal Features

To fully explore the temporal characteristics of real estate...
we choose as the default value. Indeed, this feature can be regarded as the average DOM of all sold houses in the same community is used. Specifically, for each listed house, we calculate the average such N (e.g., 5 in our experiments) sold houses in the same community, we directly use the average DOM of recently sold houses as the default value.

**Average DOM of Recently Sold Houses.** The intuition behind this feature is similar to that of “DOM of Recent Sold”, but differs in that it uses fixed time spans. Specifically, for each listed house, we calculate the average DOM of the houses sold in the same community within the past N days. If no house is sold within that period, the average DOM of all sold houses in the same community is used as the default value. Indeed, this feature can be regarded as complementary to the previous feature. In our experiments, we choose N to be 3, 10, 20, 30, 50 to get 5 different features.

**Percentage of Recently Sold Houses.** To reflect the temperature of real estate market, we also propose to calculate the percentage of recent sold houses. Specifically, for each listed house, we calculate how much percent of the houses listed within past N days has been sold. If there is no houses listed within this period, this feature is set to a default value (i.e., 0 in experiments). In our experiments, we choose N to be 10, 30, 50 to get 3 different features.

**Difference of the Recent Price and the Average Price (DRPAP).** Although the price of a house has been widely recognized as a critical variable in influencing DOM [8], it often changes over time. Therefore, we believe that the relative price difference is a better predictor of DOM than the absolute price value. Specifically, for each listed house, we calculate the difference between unit price of current transaction record and the average unit price of the houses sold within past N days. If there is no house listed within this period, this feature is set to a default value (i.e., 0 in our experiments). In experiments, we set N to be 10.

When extracting temporal features, we should be very careful not to use future information, especially when we use default average to fill missing features, since this may cause test data to be used in the training process.

### 3.5 Meta Features

To improve the accuracy of DOM prediction, we also design some meta features by borrowing the idea of ensemble learning, i.e., training a model on the training data, using the model to predict the DOM of all the instances, and using the prediction value of each instance as a feature. Indeed, such meta features can be regarded as the effective substitutes of manual-selected feature combinations, and thus can help to avoid the “Curse of Dimensionality” problem in feature engineering. In this study, we choose the random forest model for generating meta features due to two reasons: 1) random forest model explores random feature combinations, which can generate diverse structures and avoid homogeneity; 2) the superior performance of random forest model on both classification and regression tasks has been well proved by previous research [24]. Specifically, we first choose the model parameters (e.g., number of trees, max depth of trees) using validation set that can produce best results. Then, af-

Table 3: The description of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>Room Number</td>
<td>Number of rooms in this house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Price</td>
<td>Total price of the house (10^4 RMB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Number of square meters of the house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit Price</td>
<td>Price of the house per square meter (RMB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free of Tax</td>
<td>Dummy variable indicating the house is free of sales tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>Floor Number</td>
<td>Number of floors of the building where the house is located</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floor Type</td>
<td>Type of the floor of the house: high, medium, low, or in the basement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Orientation of the house: south, north, east, west, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decoration</td>
<td>Type of decoration: well-decorated, simply-decorated, not decorated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building Type</td>
<td>Building type: slab-type building, tower building, mixed-type building, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Historical DOM of Same Realtor</td>
<td>Average DOM of houses employing the same realtor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Community Profile</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>The district of the house: Haidian, Chaoyang, Xicheng, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completion Year</td>
<td>Completion year of the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greening Rate</td>
<td>Greening rate of the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plot Ratio</td>
<td>Plot ratio of the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>News Number</td>
<td>Current number of news published about the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Historical DOM of Same Community</td>
<td>Average DOM of sold houses in the same community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical Feature</td>
<td>Within School District</td>
<td>Dummy variable indicating whether the house is near school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Number of transport stations nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Number of schools nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>Number of hospitals nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Number of entertainment facilities nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>Number of shopping malls nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenery</td>
<td>Number of sightseeing spots nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
<td>Number of unpleasant facilities nearby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population Density</td>
<td>Estimated population density within nearest 1 km x 1 km grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POI Density</td>
<td>POI density within nearest 1 km x 1 km grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Feature</td>
<td>Last Date</td>
<td>The date of corresponding property (only day and month information is used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOM of Recently Sold Houses</td>
<td>The DOM of the most recent sold house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average DOM of Recently Sold Houses</td>
<td>In recent N days, the average DOM of sold houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of Recently Sold Houses</td>
<td>In recent N days, the percent of listed houses that are sold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRPAP</td>
<td>Unit price minus the average unit price of sold houses in recent N days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta Feature</td>
<td>RF Feature</td>
<td>Results of random trees trained on original data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
after fitting the random forest model on our training data, we use the trained decision trees in the forest to predict DOM for each listed house, and append the prediction results as meta features to other features.

4. MULTI-TASK LEARNING FOR DOM PREDICTION

In this section, we introduce our DOM prediction model, which is built upon multi-task learning.

4.1 Motivation

An intuitive idea for DOM prediction is directly training a regression model with historical transaction records. However, as a kind of geographical asset, real estate usually has unique dependency on locations. For example, as discussed in Section 3, a city in China is always partitioned into different urban districts for administration, which usually have unique urban functionalities and result in different DOM distributions. Therefore, a more reasonable solution is to learn different prediction models for different districts. Figure 6 visualizes the coefficient vectors of linear regression models learned from transaction records of different districts. We can observe that, the coefficient vectors do have different characteristics from each other, which clearly indicates the location dependency of real estates. Although districts have different characteristics from each other, which clearly indicates the location dependency of real estates. Although

Figure 6: The heat map visualization of coefficient vectors of district-specific linear regression models.

4.2 A DOM Prediction Model

Given a set of $N$ historical transaction records, i.e., $H = \{ (x_i, y_i) | i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N \}$, where $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and $y_i$ represent the extracted feature vector and the DOM of the $i$-th record, respectively. In our approach, we first divide $H$ into $M$ disjoint subsets by districts: $H = H^1 \cup H^2 \ldots \cup H^M$, where $H^t$ ($1 \leq t \leq M$) denotes the data set of historical transaction records within the $t$-th urban district. Then, the problem of DOM prediction can be modeled by minimizing the squared error and regularization term of all the tasks, that is,

$$
\min_{W} f = \sum_{t=1}^{M} \| Y^t - X^t W^T_{t, \ast} \|^2 + R(W),
$$

where $t$ is the index of task; $Y^t = [y^t_1, \ldots, y^t_n]^T$; $X^t = [x^t_1, \ldots, x^t_n]^T$; $R(x)$ is the regularization term; $W$ is a coefficient matrix and $W_{t, \ast}$ is the coefficient vector of regression model for the $t$-th task. The first term represents the squared error and the second term is used to impose the similarity regularization.

Different choices of regularization terms may reflect different types of task relationships. In this study, we formulate our model by graph regularizer combined with L1 regularizer, as shown in Equation 2.

$$
\min_{W} f = \sum_{t=1}^{M} \| Y^t - X^t W^T_{t, \ast} \|^2 + \rho \| W \|_1 + \frac{\lambda}{2} \sum_{t=1}^{M} \sum_{t' = 1}^{M} S_{t,t'} \| W_{t, \ast} - W_{t', \ast} \|^2, \lambda > 0, \rho > 0,
$$

where $S$ is an $M \times M$ matrix to capture the similarities between different tasks; $\rho$ and $\lambda$ are hyper-parameters. Specifically, in our model the L1 regularizer controlled by $\rho$ is used to induce a sparse model and avoid over-fitting, and the graph regularizer controlled by $\lambda$ is used to capture the geographical correlations among tasks, since the tasks are partitioned with respect to urban district. Furthermore, we can find that the graph regularizer is very suitable for representing our idea of trade-off. Specifically, if we omit the L1 regularizer and choose $\lambda = 0$, the formulation is equivalent to training unique prediction model for each district; while if we omit the L1 regularizer and choose $\lambda = +\infty$, the formulation is equal to training a single model on all historical transaction records.

The graph regularizer in Equation 2 can be represented by $\lambda \cdot tr(W^T LW)$, where $L$ is the Laplacian matrix, i.e., $L_{ij} = \delta_{ij} \sum_{k=1}^{M} S_{ik} - S_{ij}, \delta_{ij} = 1$ if $i = j$ and 0 otherwise. Indeed, the task similarity matrix $S$ can be computed or learned in various ways. In this paper we develop a novel similarity matrix based on the Tobler’s First Law of Geography. Specifically, we first compute the distance matrix $D$ for all districts, where $D_{i,j}$ is the distance between district $i$ and district $j$ that can be calculated by the average mutual distance of residential communities located in the two districts. If we denote the set of residential communities located in district $i$ and $j$ by $C_i$ and $C_j$, we have

$$
D_{i,j} = \frac{1}{|C_i| \times |C_j|} \sum_{c_i \in C_i} \sum_{c_j \in C_j} dist(c_i, c_j),
$$

where $c_i \in C_i$ means $c_i$ is a residential community in $C_i$, and $dist(c_i, c_j)$ is the geographical distance between $c_i$ and $c_j$. Then, we can compute the similarity matrix $S$ by

$$
S = 1 - D/(D_{\text{max}} + \delta),
$$

where $D_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum value in $D$, and $\delta$ is a small positive constant for smoothing.

Note that the first term of $f$ in Equation 2 is a continuous differentiable convex function, and the regularization term is also convex, thus we can use the canonical accelerated
gradient method to obtain the global minimum of $f$. Specifically, let $f = g + h$, where $g = \sum_{t=1}^{M} ||Y^t - X^t W_{t,\ell}||_2^2 + \lambda \cdot tr(W^T L W)$, $h = \rho ||W||_1$, we have
\[
\nabla g(W)_{ij} = \frac{\partial g}{\partial W_{ij}} = \frac{\partial ||Y^t - X^t W_{t,\ell}||_2^2}{\partial W_{ij}} + \lambda (LW + L^T W)_{ij}
\]
\[
= \frac{\partial \sum_{k=1}^{K} (Y^t_k - X^t_k W_{t,\ell}^T)^2}{\partial W_{ij}} + \lambda (LW + L^T W)_{ij}
\]
\[
= \sum_{k=1}^{K} 2(Y^t_k - X^t_k W_{t,\ell}^T)(-X^t_k) + \lambda (LW + L^T W)_{ij}.
\]
The detailed algorithm for learning our prediction model is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Accelerated Gradient Method

Input: $S, X, Y, tol, maxIter$

Output: $W$

1: $W, W_{old} \leftarrow 0, t \leftarrow 1.0$
2: $\beta \in (0, 1)$
3: for $k = 1$ to maxIter do
4:   $W_{in} \leftarrow W + k^{-1}(W - W_{old})$
5:   $W_{new} \leftarrow \text{prox}_t(W_{in} - t\nabla g(W_{in}))$
6:   while $g(W_{new}) > g(W_{in}) + \nabla g(W_{in})^T(W_{new} - W_{in}) + \frac{1}{2t}||W_{new} - W_{in}||^2$ do
7:     $t = \beta t$
8:     $W_{new} \leftarrow \text{prox}_t(W_{in} - t\nabla g(W_{in}))$
9:   end while
10: $W_{old} \leftarrow W$
11: $W \leftarrow W_{new}$
12: if $\frac{\sum_{i}||W_{new} - W_{old}||}{\sum_{i}||W_{old}||} < tol$ then
13:   Break
14: end if
15: end for
16: return $W$

Note that in Algorithm 1, $\text{prox}_t(V) = \arg \min_Z \frac{1}{2t}||V - Z||^2 + \rho ||Z||_1$ has a closed-form solution, which could be used to design an efficient implementation. The solution is shown as follows.
\[
Z_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
V_{ij} - \rho t, & \text{if } V_{ij} > \rho t; \\
V_{ij} + \rho t, & \text{if } V_{ij} < -\rho t; \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results to demonstrate the performances of our DOM prediction approach.

5.1 The Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we removed noisy transaction records of which the DOM or other basic profile information (e.g., price) of property is missing. Meanwhile, we also removed some sparse transaction records if the total number of transaction records in the same residential community is less than a threshold (e.g., 10 in our experiments). To avoid the government-driven (i.e., policy) transactions (i.e., as illustrated in Figure 3 (c)), which may introduce strong bias during model training, we further filtered some transaction records with very short DOM (e.g., 1 day) in March 2013. After the above data pre-processing, this data set has totally 70,149 transaction records remained.

Table 4: Data partitioning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D#1</td>
<td>9,347 (13.3%)</td>
<td>6,407 (9.1%)</td>
<td>54,395 (77.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D#2</td>
<td>23,192 (33.1%)</td>
<td>7,867 (11.2%)</td>
<td>39,090 (55.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D#3</td>
<td>46,431 (66.2%)</td>
<td>11,915 (17.0%)</td>
<td>11,803 (16.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the temporal property of our transaction data set, we propose to use a pair of dates for splitting the data set into training data, validation data, and test data. Specifically, in our experiment, we choose 3 different pairs of dates for data splitting, i.e., (Apr. 1st, 2012, June 1st, 2012), (Aug. 1st, 2012, Oct. 1st, 2012), and (Feb. 1st, 2013, Apr. 1st, 2013), and thus obtain three evaluation data sets D#1, D#2, and D#3. The statistics of each data set (number of instances and corresponding percentage) are illustrated in Table 4. And all the experiments were conducted on a 2.5GHZ×4-Core CPU, 4G main memory PC with Python 2.7 and Matlab 2012 under Windows 7 64bit system.

In the experiments, our approach is called Multi-task Linear Regression for DOM prediction (MLR-DOM), where all the hyper-parameters are learned by using validation data set.

5.1.2 Evaluation Metrics

To verify the effectiveness of our approach, we also chose several state-of-the-art regression methods as baselines.

- **Linear Regression (LR):** training a linear regression model for DOM prediction.
- **Ridge:** training a ridge regression model (i.e., LR with L2-norm regularizer) for DOM prediction.
- **Lasso:** training a Lasso regression model (i.e., LR with L1-norm regularizer) for DOM prediction.
- **Location-specific Linear Regression (LsLR):** training different linear regression models for transaction records in different district.
- **Decision Tree (DT):** training a CART tree for DOM prediction.
- **Random Forest (RF):** training a random forest regressor for DOM prediction.
- **Support Vector Regression (SVR):** training a Support Vector Regression model for DOM prediction.

Note that(115,292),(882,855) all the hyper-parameters of baselines are selected by using validation data set.

5.2 Overall Results

Here we present the overall performance comparison between our approach and different baselines. Specifically, Table 5 shows the results of different approaches with respect to different evaluation metrics. From this table, we can have several insightful observations.
The experimental results are shown in Table 6, where we can observe that our approach MLR-DOM consistently outperforms other baselines on all data sets in terms of all evaluation metrics, which clearly validates the effectiveness of our multi-task learning based regression model. Second, the district-aware model LsLR cannot achieve good prediction performance, which is even worse than the basic LR model. It may be because of the imbalanced distribution of training data on different districts. Therefore, using similarity matrix for controlling parameter learning is very important for training district-aware models (i.e., just as our approach MLR-DOM). Third, Ridge and Lasso are two competitive methods on D1 and D2, while DT and RF are two competitive methods on D3. Therefore, although some state-of-the-art methods can perform good on some data sets, their performances are actually not stable or robust.

Furthermore, we have also conducted a series of paired T-test of 0.95 confidence level for the experimental results. The results have shown that the improvements of our approaches to other baselines are all statistically significant.

5.3 Feature Contribution Analysis

To evaluate the effect of different feature integrations, we conducted our multi-task learning approach with three different sets of features, as described below.

- **Raw**: Using raw attributes of house and residential community as features.
- **Raw+ST**: Besides features in Raw, geographical and temporal features are also included.
- **Raw+ST+M**: Besides features in Raw+ST, meta features are also included.

The experimental results are shown in Table 6, where we can have several observation as follows. First, Raw+ST+M almost always has the best performance, which indicates the effectiveness of our feature extraction. Second, on D#1 and D#2, adding geographical and temporal features to raw features will not improve the performance much, while adding meta features seems to have produced a noticeable improvement. Third, on D#3 the situation is totally reversed, adding geographical temporal features can improve the prediction performance, while meta features have little effect. Therefore, we can argue that the features are internally correlated, and our model can have the best performance only when combining all kinds of contextual features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>rMSE</th>
<th>nMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>111.2758</td>
<td>4.2616</td>
<td>94.1635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge</td>
<td>58.4916</td>
<td>1.1775</td>
<td>42.0547</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasso</td>
<td>58.6558</td>
<td>1.1841</td>
<td>42.1507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LsLR</td>
<td>147.2266</td>
<td>7.4599</td>
<td>119.4437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>74.4844</td>
<td>1.9069</td>
<td>56.7929</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>76.5355</td>
<td>2.0162</td>
<td>63.0411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>54.9765</td>
<td>1.0402</td>
<td>43.5489</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLR-DOM</td>
<td>54.7480</td>
<td>1.0316</td>
<td>36.4876</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, our approach MLR-DOM consistently outperforms other baselines on all data sets in terms of all evaluation metrics, which clearly validates the effectiveness of our multi-task learning based regression model. Second, the district-aware model LsLR cannot achieve good prediction performance, which is even worse than the basic LR model. It may be because of the imbalanced distribution of training data on different districts. Therefore, using similarity matrix for controlling parameter learning is very important for training district-aware models (i.e., just as our approach MLR-DOM). Third, Ridge and Lasso are two competitive methods on D1 and D2, while DT and RF are two competitive methods on D3. Therefore, although some state-of-the-art methods can perform good on some data sets, their performances are actually not stable or robust.

Furthermore, we have also conducted a series of paired T-test of 0.95 confidence level for the experimental results. The results have shown that the improvements of our approaches to other baselines are all statistically significant.

5.3 Feature Contribution Analysis

To evaluate the effect of different feature integrations, we conducted our multi-task learning approach with three different sets of features, as described below.

- **Raw**: Using raw attributes of house and residential community as features.
- **Raw+ST**: Besides features in Raw, geographical and temporal features are also included.
- **Raw+ST+M**: Besides features in Raw+ST, meta features are also included.

The experimental results are shown in Table 6, where we can have several observation as follows. First, Raw+ST+M almost always has the best performance, which indicates the effectiveness of our feature extraction. Second, on D#1 and D#2, adding geographical and temporal features to raw features will not improve the performance much, while adding meta features seems to have produced a noticeable improvement. Third, on D#3 the situation is totally reversed, adding geographical temporal features can improve the prediction performance, while meta features have little effect. Therefore, we can argue that the features are internally correlated, and our model can have the best performance only when combining all kinds of contextual features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>rMSE</th>
<th>nMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D#1</td>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>55.6912</td>
<td>1.0674</td>
<td>36.5032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw+ST</td>
<td>55.6013</td>
<td>1.0668</td>
<td>36.5616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw+ST+M</td>
<td>54.7480</td>
<td>1.0316</td>
<td>36.4876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D#2</td>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>47.4354</td>
<td>0.9936</td>
<td>34.7932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw+ST</td>
<td>47.4334</td>
<td>0.9881</td>
<td>34.7838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw+ST+M</td>
<td>46.3684</td>
<td>0.9498</td>
<td>32.7723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D#3</td>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>39.2821</td>
<td>0.9960</td>
<td>30.7882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw+ST</td>
<td>38.5222</td>
<td>0.9521</td>
<td>30.8136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw+ST+M</td>
<td>38.5147</td>
<td>0.9517</td>
<td>30.7996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: The top 20 features ranked by their information gain ratio.

We further examine the contributions of each individual feature. Specifically, we leverage the widely-used information gain ratio (IGR) as metric to determine which of the features are the most important. Figure 7 demonstrates the top 20 features ranked by their IGR (i.e., higher IGR indicates greater importance). In particular, for each feature that can be parameterized with different time span to generate different features (e.g., “Recent Sold DOM Average”), we only show the value of the most important one. From these results, we can find that the top 5 features that are most correlated with DOM are “Average DOM of Recent Sold”, “Area”, “Meta Feature”, “Percentage of Recent Sold”, and “Total Price” in which there are two temporal features, two raw attributes of houses, and the meta feature extracted using random forest. Interestingly, we find that the intuitive feature “Unit Price” has limited contribution to DOM prediction, which is because that most property listings within the same urban district have very similar unit price.

5.4 Evaluation of Different Regularizers

Here, we evaluate the effectiveness of different regularizers in our multi-task learning approach. To be specific, we compare our approach MLR-DOM with L2,1 and L1 regularizers, which are frequently used in multi-task learning. The results are shown in Table 7. We could observe that MLR-DOM has the best prediction performance in terms of MAE on all data sets, and MLR-DOM is always better than
Table 7: The Performance of different regularizers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>rMSE</th>
<th>nMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D#1</td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>60.7496</td>
<td>1.2701</td>
<td>49.2641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{2,1}$</td>
<td>54.7373</td>
<td>1.0121</td>
<td>38.8330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLR-DOM</td>
<td>54.7480</td>
<td>1.0316</td>
<td>36.4876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D#2</td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>52.3200</td>
<td>1.2696</td>
<td>35.9265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{2,1}$</td>
<td>48.9935</td>
<td>1.0604</td>
<td>39.2387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLR-DOM</td>
<td>46.3684</td>
<td>0.9498</td>
<td>32.7723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D#3</td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>41.3422</td>
<td>1.0966</td>
<td>31.3027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$L_{2,1}$</td>
<td>39.3669</td>
<td>0.9943</td>
<td>31.7593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MLR-DOM</td>
<td>38.5147</td>
<td>0.9517</td>
<td>30.7996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$L_{2,1}$ on each evaluation metric. Furthermore, with regard to rMSE and nMSE metrics, MLR-DOM always outperforms $L_1$ on all data sets, while MLR-DOM outperforms $L_{2,1}$ and have comparable performance with $L_1$ on D#2. Based on the above analysis, choosing graph regularizer and $L_1$ regularizer is reasonable for our multi-task learning approach.

5.5 The Prototype System

We have implemented a prototype system for DOM prediction using bootstrap (front-end framework for web development), angularJS (JavaScript MVW framework), and Django (a web framework in Python) along with MySQL. Specifically, when the user searches a community on the map, the system will show its position and detailed information, such as completion year and plot ratio. It also allows users to input profile information of their house, such as area, price, and then predict the DOM of the house given that information. If the user has not provided complete information, default average values will be used. We regularly update the database with new transaction data and train a new model upon each data refresh. The prediction model is trained offline so that users can get an instant result after submitting house profile information. Furthermore, the system also allows the visualization of real-estate data, such as visualizing the distribution of house prices in Beijing. Some screenshots of our demo system is shown in Figure 8.

6. RELATED WORK

In general, the related work can be grouped into two categories. The first category includes the studies of real estate DOM analysis and the second category includes the studies of multi-task learning.

6.1 Real Estate DOM Analysis

Analyzing the liquidity and popularity of markets is always important for different business sectors [32, 30, 27, 18, 6, 11]. In this paper, we focus on DOM of real estate, which measures the liquidity of real estate markets and shows the level of risk associated with real estate investments. There are a number of studies focused on analyzing the relationship between DOM and prices (both listed prices and sale prices). While there are studies to show positive relationships between sale prices and DOM [27, 18], some other studies claimed that the relationship between two variables is not significant [6]. In this paper, our focus is not on the relationship between these two variables. Instead, we focus on providing a solution to accurately predict DOM with extensive contextual information, such as house profile information and geo-social information.

Specifically, there are three types of methods for the DOM analysis. The first method is Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), which has the ability to test and make corrections for self-selection issues and is equally flexible in dealing with endogeneity issues, which are two major issues with the DOM analysis. However, non-normal error terms can lead to biased OLS coefficient estimates. Second, hazard models, often assuming a Weibull distribution of property marketing time, offer highly flexible functional specifications. However, there are the aforementioned self-selection and endogeneity problems with these models. Finally, instrumental variables models, usually in the form of 2SLS, allow for the joint estimation of simultaneously determined property price and property selling time. Nonetheless, there are criticisms related to the non-normality of the error term and the difficulty in calculating required inverse Mills ratios (IMR) to control for self-selection issues between variables of interest and property marketing time.

In this paper, our work is based on OLS and aims to improve its performance using machine learning techniques, such as feature engineering and multi-task learning. For OLS, there are two variants. For the first type of OLS, feature values (independent variables) and target variables appear in the model without non-linear transformation [28]. This is different from second type of OLS, where sale price, DOM, and some other variables will take logarithm before regression [22]. However, the second type of OLS usually performs very poor on MSE or MAE metrics, since the regression target is the logarithm of DOM rather than DOM. Therefore, we choose the first type of OLS as our baseline in this paper.

6.2 Multi-task Learning

Multi-task learning is a well-known machine learning methods to improve classification and regression performances by utilizing cross-task information. It first appears in the context of neural networks [10, 9]. Later, regularization-based multi-task learning starts to appear and forms an important research area [15, 14, 5].

Usually, regularization-based multi-task learning methods share the same framework, but differ in the choice of regularization terms used to represent assumptions of different types of task relationships. There are works which assume that all tasks are related and share a low-dimensional rep-
representation across a set of multiple related tasks. These works often select or learn a common set of shared features among the tasks [14, 5, 21]. Also, Obozinski and Argyriou et al. proposed joint feature learning for multi-task methods [5, 23]. Argyriou et al. generalized the well-known Lasso single task case to multiple task case [14]. In addition, some researchers believe that the assumption that all tasks are related is too strong and may not hold in real world. Therefore, they proposed other task relationship structures, such as clustered structures [17], tree structures [20], and graph structures [19, 13].

Finally, multi-task learning methods have been used in various fields, such as education, disease control, and computer vision. For instance, Argyriou has exploited multi-task learning for predicting students’ exam scores. Bickel et al. has employed multi-task learning for HIV therapy screening [7] and Zhou et al. have proposed a multi-task formulation for predicting disease progression [31]. At last, Wang et al. have explored boosted multitask learning for web image and video search [29].

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a comprehensive approach for measuring the liquidity of real estate markets. This approach provides a critical capacity for predicting the DOM of a given property listing, and thus enhances the information transparency between sellers and buyers. Specifically, we first investigated various contextual features for identifying the key factors that can affect the sale of real estates. Then, we developed a multi-task learning based regression approach for DOM prediction, which can effectively learn district-aware models for different property listings by integrating extracted contextual features. Finally, we presented experimental results to demonstrate the performance of our method with a large amount of real-world real estate data, and designed a prototype system showing the practical use of the liquidity analysis for real estate markets.
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